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Holiday Glow Makes Happy Hearts & Homes
The Pink Lemonade Project has quietly been lending practical support to breast  
cancer patients in need of a boost. Last fall, PLP provided financial assistance to 23 
local survivors through the Holiday Glow program.

“Pink Lemonade Project was able to provide financial assistance to each and every 
one of our applicants,” shared board member Don Stose. “Behind each application 
received there is a struggling fighter with their own unique story and needs. Some have 
families which they are trying to financially support, others are alone on their journey. 
The common thread being that they are all digging deep within to find strength, hope 
and courage.”

Several Holiday Glow recipients were so incredibly grateful for the assistance, that 
they wanted to share the positive impact it has had on their holiday season; two such 
stories are shared below.

•  One of our metastatic recipients said that the unexpected assistance from Holiday 
Glow allowed her and her family to truly celebrate Christmas for the first time in 
several years. A home cooked Christmas dinner was in their plans, along with an 
exchange of a few gifts. She stated that sometimes she feels alone in her battle with 
breast cancer, and at times questions if anyone truly cares. With a shaky voice and holding back tears, she said, “The  
Holiday Glow program has given me a renewed sense of hope and is proof that there are people who truly do care.”

•  Another metastatic recipient explained, in a tone of defeat, that she had just received notification that she has been 
denied disability income and that her savings has dwindled to nearly zero due to essential household bills and expenses. 
With hope in her voice, she shared “The Holiday Glow Program’s assistance provided an opportunity for me to set my 
financial worries aside long enough to enjoy the holiday season.”

Both recipients repeatedly expressed deep gratitude for the assistance they received. 

“As we move through a new year and renew our focus on gratitude, caring and sharing, the board of directors of the Pink  
Lemonade Project is excited that together as a community we can recognize the power of igniting hope,” commented board 
chair Lisa Nisenfeld. “We are committed to bringing real resources to those who are up against this greedy disease. It is one  
of our top priorities.” 

To learn more about the Pink Lemonade Project and its Pink Practicalities program, visit pinklemonadeproject.org.
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“Hope smiles from the threshold of the year to come,  
Whispering ‘it will be happier.’ ”—Alfred Lord Tennyson

Kristy shared this photo and  
caption: “My husband and I dressed 
up Halloween as Star Trek’s  
Commander Riker and Captain 
Picard to have some fun with me 
being totally bald.”



Susan Stearns Has Joined Our Team
... and we know you are going to love her!  Serving as our Interim Executive Director, Susan 
brings a strong background in shaping health policy, creating partnerships that really work, and 
making good things happen. 

She is a breast cancer survivor, who in her free time enjoys crew, hiking, playing the cello, and 
she loves quilting. Welcome her at Susan@PinkLemonadeProject.org   

PLP Was All About  
        the Love in 2019!

Here’s a quick peek... 

Hundreds of books to help young ones cope with a  
family member’s cancer diagnosis were distributed in  
our Jill’s Book Bank project. We are planning for even  
greater outreach in 2020.

We now have trained 45 mentors (5 have been with us  
since 2014!). Mentors are often the first experienced  
voice a cancer patient hears when everything in their  
world changes. Thank you, Mentors!

In 2019, PLP hosted 32 Pink Link events  |  2020 has a lot  
of opportunity in store.

In 2019, PLP had 7 retreats (survivor, couples, and  
metastatic)  |  2020 has 9 scheduled

Support groups, pink practicalities, and more....all ways  
that PLP shows our love for our breast cancer friends  
and families. 
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Thank You to Our Sustaining Donors:

Creating community is another way the Pink  
Lemonade Project ‘shows the love.’  PLP’s knack to  

create meaningful chances for breast cancer  
survivors and their partners to enjoy the company  
of others who have walked a mile in their shoes is 

called Pink Link. Take a look, then join us! 
pinklemonadeproject.org/events

pinklink

linkpink
linking those affected by 
breast cancer with one another

linking those affected by breast cancer with one another

Help Us Help Others!
Your financial support can help PLP build even 
greater resources to make good things happen. 
Learn more at pinklemonadeproject.org/donate

We are truly grateful for the amazing support  
of The Columbian for selecting PLP for  

the LPSA program in the 4th quarter of 2019.

The Columbian gave us an amazing opportunity to share our mission with  
thousands of you!  We love our family-owned LOCAL newspaper and thank them for  
helping us meet new friends, breast cancer survivors, and create new partnerships. 


